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ONE of the interesting features of medical education is the continuing theme that runs
through successive generations. If one reads the writings of the Ancient Physician, some
five hundred years before Hippocrates, the theme is still the same as that of today. The
prayer of Ebu-e-Maymoun in the twelfth century in Teheran contains the philosophy which
we hope to instil into our students today. "O Lord, grant me an opportunity to improve
aidI extend my training since there is no limit to knowledge. Help me to correct and
supplemen-t my educational defects as the scope of science and its horizon widen day by
day. Give me the courage to realize my daily mistakes so that tomorrow I shall be able
to see and understand in a better light what I could not comprehend in the dim light of
yesterday. Bless me with a spirit of devotion and self-sacrifice, so that I can trust and heal
Thy suffering servants and prevent and preserve health to the best of my ability and
knowledge."
In this volume to which speakers from not only the relatively well-endowed countries
but also those from countries in which the medical problems are still immense and the
proportions of trained medical men to the population at risk is still small there is a curious
unanimity of opinioin. Indeed there is no international problem in which a similar common
purpose exists.
All medical men realise that medicine is a life-long study. The advances in the last twenty-
five years have brought this home to even the least enterprising. The issue is really how
the medical school can best contribute to the continuing education of the medical graduates.
The problem is not simply that of further scientific education. In a sense medical educators
face a dilemma: "'how to educate men who are scientific in outlook and yet sensitive to
many aspects of human life not amenable to laboratory analysis." This may seem impossible,
but the continuing theme from the Ancient Physician through the ages seems to suggest
that though no clear-cut solution is available a pragmatic solution for each generation will
be found.
The faculty, as a whole, must engage in the most radical kind of study of its own role.
"This is to ponder on the mission of the medical school in its university setting and in the
larger community. One must work out and state clearly the educational objectives and
to be fully meaningful this must be done afresh by each generation in each medical faculty."
This states the problem very succinctly. The important thing is that medical teachers should
have constantly under review the medical curriculum. What emanates from their discussions
is probably of less importance.
Once upon a time I invited the Department of Education to advise upon the structure
of the medical curriculum. It found itself inadequate. So I should think we shall go on
as heretofore, seeing our problems, facing our dilemmas, and hoping that the medical
graduate will continue to meet the needs of the community in which he lives to the best
of his ability.
This is an interesting collection of papers reflecting the problem of medical post-graduate
education in many countries. Here and there one occasionally senses that it is the teacher,
not the system, that creates success, and that fundamentally those who impart an appreciation
of method and of logic have a more lasting influence than those who contribute merely
a knowledge of facts. J. H. B.
HELPING THE ELDERLY TO LIVE AT HOME. By Dr. Kenneth Hazell. (Pp. 39. 2s.)
London: The Central Council for Health Education, Tavistock House North, 1960.
THIS booklet, published by the Central Council for Health Education at 2s., is written to
help those responsible for the care of elderly invalids in their homes. Dr. Hazell gives much
practical advice on the management of such patieints, avoiding, as far as possible, the use of
technical terms so that the information should be useful, not only to the relatives of sick
old people, but to the wardens and staff of residential homes. G. F. A.
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